Hi Nathan,
I am enclosing copies of the syllabi for AR448, Professional Practice 2 (PP2) and AR 492, Degree Project Studio (5B). PP2 is the research and predesign component for Studio 5B, which is the capstone project in the architecture curriculum. As part of our accreditation process, we have clearly spelled out the learning outcomes in the syllabi.
The other required 5th year classes in the curriculum are Studio 5A, Systems Integration, and Professional Practice 3. I will have Galina send the syllabi to you. 
Do let me know if you have questions.
Regards,
Nick

-----Original Message-----
From: Millar, Norman
Sent: Thu 3/1/2007 4:23 PM
To: Garrett, Nathan
Cc: Roberts, Nick; Bertheaud, Stan
Subject: RE: WASC

Nathan, I am forwarding your request to Nick and Stan who coordinate the degree projects. They should be able to help you with this and I thank them in advance for doing so.
Best,
Norman

-----Original Message-----
From: Garrett, Nathan
Sent: Friday, February 23, 2007 1:04 PM
To: Millar, Norman
Subject: WASC

Norman;

As part of the WASC CPR process, we're gathering evidence to show both WASC & the WU community what the different parts of the campus are doing. One element of this is that we need to get a brief description of your Architecture 5th Year Projects. Do you have any written documentation / syllabi / standardized learning goals you can send me?

We'll be submitting this information to the Academic Senate in a couple of weeks, and then will be doing a number a campus-wide events to gather input.
Thanks,

Nathan Garrett
Institutional Research
Woodbury University
Phone: 818.252.5147
Fax: 818.767.1467